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Not Q but Elijah: 
The Saving of the Centurion's Servant (Luke 7:1-10) as an Internalization of 
the Saving of the Widow and her Child (1 Kgs 17:1-16) 

Tom Brodie. 

The account of the life-giving command which healed the centurion's 
servant (Luke 7:1-10; Matt 8:5-13; cf. John 4:43-54) is generally attributed to 
0.1 In itself this attribution is plausible, but on closer examination there is a 
further explanation which is less hypothetical and ultimately more credible: 
Luke's text involves a systematic synthesizing and christianizing of the account 
of the life-giving commands which were issued to and through Elijah and 
which warded off the threat of death (1 Kgs 17:1-16). Thus the threat which 
once faced a widow and her children2 has been adapted to help form the 
account of the threat which faced the centurion and his servant. 

Of the many adaptations wrought by Luke, two are pivotal: The figure of 
the widow has been replaced by that of the centurion (a move which accords 
with the requirements of Luke's own narrative). And, most basic of all, the 
OT drama has been internalized. In other words, Luke has rewritten the 
action so that there is a far greater sense of what is happening within people. 
In particular, the OT picture of a relationship which is based on what is 
physical (mother and child) has been replaced by a relationship 
( centurion/master and slave) which depends for its quality not on what is 
physical but on factors which are internal - particularly on genuine 
appreciation and agape. 

There are, of course, several elements in Luke's narrative which cannot 
be accounted for through 1 Kgs 17:1-16; the OT text is simply one component, 
and Luke is also using materials which are specifically Christian. But Luke's 
use of that one component provides a major clue to the composition of his 
text. 

This investigation of the relationship of Luke 7:1-10 to the Elijah-Elisha 
narrative means suspending the question of Luke's relationship to Matt 8:5-13 
and John 4:43-54. The suspension however is temporary. Continued research 
into Luke's systematic use of the Elijah-Elisha narrative will ultimately have 
the effect not of ignoring Luke's relationship to the other gospels, nor of 
ignoring Q, but of setting these questions on a firmer basis. The reason for 
this suspension is important: Luke's relationship to the OT has a certain 
clarity which is missing in the inter-gospel relationships and in the invoking 
of Q- in the Luke-Elijah case there is no doubt about which text is older and 
therefore about who may be depending on whom, nor is there any major 
doubt about the shape of the alleged source (about the text of 1 Kgs 17:1-16) 
- and this clarity provides an avenue which deserves investigation. 

To pursue this investigation one must (A) establish the context, and (B) 
compare the texts. 
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A. THE CONTEXT 

To set Luke's use of the Elijah story in context it is necessary to take 
account of three basic factors: (1) Luke's general imitation of the Septuagint; 
(2) Luke's manifold indebtedness to the Elijah-Elisha narrative; (3) The 
special indebtedness of Luke 7 to the women stories of I Kings 17 and 2 
Kings 4. 

(1) Luke's Imitation of the LXX 

It is a commonplace of NT studies that Luke is heavily indebted to the 
Septuagint - to its genres, narrative techniques, vooo1 _...uy and style.3 

This indebtedness, this dependence, did not occur in a vacuum. Unlike 
modern writers, who often cultivate novelty and independence, ancient 
authors, including those who were gifted and original, sought to build carefully 
on writings which were older. Jewish writers reworked older documents, 
especially older biblical documents, and often adapted them radically.4 

Hellenistic authors systematically remodelled older texts, and they described 
what they were doing as a process of imitation (Gk., mimesis; Lat., imitatio).5 

Luke was involved in both worlds, Jewish and Hellenistic - in Jewish biblical 
literature and in hellenistic literary practices - and so it is not surprising that 
in using the Septuagint he should have reworked it. In fact his dependence 
on the Septuagint has been described precisely as a form of imitation.6 

One of the practices of imitation was that of internalization - a process of 
reworking existing texts so that the focus shifted from what was external to 
what was internal. In some hellenistic writing, for instance, there is a change 
of emphasis: from what was happening among the gods to what was 
happening within people, and from highlighting warlike heroism to 
appreciating a heroism which was quieter, more within.7 An even stronger 
internalizing tendency may be found in early Christianity, particularly in Paul's 
move from letter to spirit, from law to faith. Thus the broad heritage both of 
hellenistic literature and of early Christianity provided Luke with an ample 
precedent for subjecting the ancient scriptures to a process of internalization. 

(2) Luke's Dependence on the Elijah-Elisha Narrative 

In seeking the literary background to the composition of the gospels one 
of the most promising texts is the Elijah-Elisha narrative. It tells of God's 
prophetic miracle-worker(s) and it is approximately the length of Mark's 
gospel. 8 Several scholars have noted aspects of its affinity with the gospels, 9 
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and R. E. Brown, for instance, concluded in 1971 that "the miracles of Elisha 
are ... a partial analogue to the miracles of Jesus."10 Brown is unsure of the 
nature of the link between the gospels and the Elijah-Elisha story -he does 
not press the investigation - but his tentative conclusion is that the link, in 
some way at least, is literary: "I wonder if it was not precisely the pattern of 
the prophets' careers that offered the model for gospel composition ... The 
gospel as a literary form is undoubtedly a novum, but it is not without partial 
precedents in the histories of the prophets of Israel."11 

This is the essence: not that the Elijah-Elisha narrative offered a complete 
model for the gospels but that it provided one crucial component. 

When the investigation is pressed further one finds in the case of Luke 
that this partial literary link can be defmed with some precision. There are 
at least three significant connections: 

(1) The inaugural speech (Luke 4:16-30). During Jesus' inaugural speech 
at Nazareth, the turning-point is marked by explicit solemn references to 
Elijah and Elisha: "Truly, I say to you, there were many widows in the days 
of Elijah ... " ( 4:25-27). The significance of these references is underlined by 
the fact that the speech as a whole "has a definite programmatic character."12 

In other words, Luke's very program is modelled partly on Elijah and Elisha. 
(2) The two-part assumption-centered plan. The essential plan of Luke

Acts - two balancing parts centered on an assumption (Acts 1:2) - is the same 
as that of the Elijah-Elisha narrative. (Both use the same central verb, 
analambano, "take up/assume," and both use it three times [2 Kgs 2:9,10,11; 
Acts 1:1,11,22]).13 In all of ancient literature these seem to be the only 
documents with such a plan, and therefore Luke's affinity with the Elijah
Elisha narrative is unique. 

(3) The systematic dependence of several specific passages on episodes 
from the Elijah-Elisha narrative. There are several Lukan passages which, 
when examined closely and with due attention to the modes of imitation, show 
direct literary dependence on specific texts from the Elijah-Elisha narrative: 
Luke 7:11-17; 7:36-50; 9:51-56; 9:57-62; 24:51; Acts 1:9-10; 6:9-14; 8:9-
40.14 At times Luke stays close to the length of the LXX passages (cf. Luke 
7:11-17 and I Kgs 17:17-24) but quite often he compresses the older text, 
omitting a mass of detail and distilling the essence (e.g. Luke 9:51-56 distills 
2 Kgs 1:1-2:6; and Luke 9:57-62 distills I Kings 19). In all cases Luke subjects 
the LXX text to a process which, among other things, involves modernization, 
Christianization, and adaptation to the requirements of his own narrative. 

(3) Luke 7 and the Women Stories (1 Kings 17; 2 Kings 4) 

Within the Elijah-Elisha narrative there are two sets of women stories 
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which in various ways balance and complement one another. The opening set 
(1 Kings 17) tells first of a widow who was threatened by death (her own and 
her children's, 17:7-16), and then of the widow's son actually dying (17:17-24). 
The later set (2 Kgs 4:1-37) tells first of a widow who, along with her children, 
faced another threat ( 4:1-7), and then of a woman whose son was born and 
died ( 4:8-37). Despite the many differences between them, the two sets of 
stories are inherently connected.15 

What is important in the present investigation is that both these sets of 
stories have been used, at least partly, in the women-related stories of Luke 
7 - in the raising of the widow's son (7:11-17; cf. 1 Kgs 17:17-24) and in the 
account of the woman who was forgiven (7:36-50; cf. 2 Kgs 4:1-37). 

The present article seeks to complete the picture - to show that the one 
part which has yet to be accounted for, the opening story of the widow who 
was threatened by death (1 Kgs 17:1-16), has in fact also been used in Luke 
7, namely in the opening story of the centurion's servant (Luke 7:1-10). The 
relationship between the texts is outlined on the following facing pages 58 and 
59. 

Luke's internalization of the story of the widow and her child is not a 
unique phenomenon. Essentially the same process is found in his reworking 
of the later mother-and-child story (1 Kgs 4:8-37): in place of the account of 
a woman who gives birth to physical life (to a child), Luke tells of a woman 
who found a new life which was internal, the new life of forgiveness and faith 
(Luke 7:36-50).16 Thus the internalizing of mother-and-child stories is found 
twice in Luke 7, at its beginning and at its conclusion. 

To answer the question of whether Luke really did use 1 Kgs 17:7-16 it 
is now necessary to compare the texts more closely. 

B. THE TEXTS 

(1) Introductory Analysis 

The OT text (1 Kgs 17:1-16) occurs at the very beginning of the Elijah
Elisha narrative and it consists of two scenes - first, a brief account of how 
God's commanding word controlled all the forces of life and death (controlled 
the sending of Elijah ["'Go' .. And he did so"] and controlled even the ravens 
so that they sustained Elijah's life, 17:1-7); and then a longer description of 
how God's commanding word not only sustained Elijah but also averted the 
imminent death of a widow and her children (17:8-16). Of these two scenes, 
the first, concerning the all-commanding word, is introductory or illustrative; 
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The Balancing Women-related Stories of 1 Kings 17 and 2 Kings 4:1-37 

and Their Relationship to the Opening and Closing Episodes of Luke 7 

1 Kings 17 2 Kings 4 

17:1-7 17:8-16 17:17-24 4:1-7 4:8-37 

God's word Mother-Child Raising Overcoming Mother-Child 

command & God's command the indebted- Finding 

compliance gives life - esp. widow's ness (a new life 

(a short to the threatened son short (a longer 

scene) foreign widow story) story) 

and her children 

\ J I 
Luke 7:1-10 7:11-17 7:36-50 

Jesus' command gives Raising Overcoming indebtedness 

life to the foreign the and finding new life 

officer's servant widow's (a long story, with a 

(a story, with a short son short parable about 

illustration about indebtedness) 

command & compliance 

( = Mother-Child story [ = Mother-Child story 

transformed, esp. by transformed, csp. by 

intemali7.ation] intcrnali7.ation] 
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The Prophet's Word Commands Life, Wards Off Death (1 Kgs 17:1-16; Lk 7:1-10) 

Subsidiary scene (1 Kgs 17:1-7): 

God's word commands all of life, 

and sends Elijah forth 

2 The word comes to Elijah, When he had completed his words ... 

and sends him to Sarepta. (17:8-9a) he went to Capernaum. (Luke 7:1) 

3 The foreign widow The foreign officer 

will care for Israel's prophet (17:9b) whose servant is about to die, 

[She & children, about to die, 17:12] loves the Jewish people. (7:2,5) 

4 Meeting the widow at the gate.(17:10a) [Meeting a widow at a gate. (7:11-12)] 
----

5 Requests for sustenance:(17:10b-11,13) Requests for life: (7:3-4,6a) 

* Elijah calls the widow for water; * The officer sends the elders. 

* Elijah calls the widow for bread; * The elders ask Jesus to go. 

(pause, v 12) (pause, v 5) 

* Elijah asks the widow for cake; * The officer sends friends. 

- the prophet's word commands 

many a:;oinr;!!, cominr;!!, doina:;s. 

6 [The widow recalls her sins. 17:18] The officer's unworthiness. (7:6b-7) 

Subsidiary scene: the word 

commands life completely -

"Go ... Come ... Do ... • (7:8; cf. 7b) 
--· 

7 Solemn pronouncement [about God]: Solemn pronouncement [about 

The Lord's word assures life.(17:14) response to God]: See this faith. (7:9) 
~--

8 The prophetic word fulfilled: the food Jesus' word fulfilled: they find 

lasts, the widow & children live.(15-16) the servant well. (7:10) 
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and the emphasis falls on the second, longer, story - concerning the 
threatened widow and her children. 

The NT text (Luke 7:1-10) occurs at the beginning of one of Luke's 
distinctive chapters (chap. 7) - the chapter which "is thematically so closely 
related to the [inaugural] Nazareth pericope."17 Thus it has a certain leading 
role. And it tells how the word of Jesus turned away the imminent death of 
the centurion's servant. Contained within the NT account there is a very brief 
scene which is both subsidiary and illustrative - that of the commanding 
process within the army (Luke 7:7b,8). 

The essence of both accounts is that the Lord's word has complete 
command over life and death. Even when death is imminent, the 
commanding word can turn it away. 

But Luke has made several adaptations. First, concerning the characters. 
Unlike the OT, where there is a clear distinction between the Lord and the 
prophet, Jesus combines roles; in Luke 7 he is both Lord and prophet 
(7:6,16,29). Luke has thereby Christianized the text; he has allowed the 
developing Christology of the NT era, including his own Christology, to shape 
his reworking of the older story. 

The character of the foreign widow has also been changed; it has given 
way to that of the foreign officer. The larger reality which governs this 
change is not so much that of Christology as the requirements of Luke's own 
narrative - specifically the pattern of widow-officer complementarity which 
was begun implicitly in the inaugural speech (cf. the widow and [the 
commanding officer] Naaman, Luke 4:25-27)1 and which is developed more 
clearly in the later figures of Tabitha and Cornelius (Acts 9:36-chap. 10; 
Tabitha is associated with several widows, and Cornelius was a centurion).18 

Why Luke established this widow-officer pattern is difficult to say - one could 
debate the historical and theological reasons - but once it was set up it helped 
to govern other factors, including the way in which the characters in the older 
scriptures were reinterpreted. 

Luke's next adaptation in the characters - from child(ren) to servant 
( doulos, NT) - is basic to his entire procedure. As already partly indicated, 
it is one of the primary elements in a larger process of internalization, a 
process which moves the focus away from externals, from the physical 
(including physical relationships, even of parent and child) to the internal. 
The OT relationship is physical, based on parenthood; the NT relationship, 
however, is based on something more internal, on the fact that, to the 
centurion, the servant is entimos, "dear," or "highly valued" - a word which in 
the context, particularly the context of the centurion's love (verb, agapao) for 
the Jews (7:5), indicates a bond that, in some way at least, is spiritual or 
internal. 
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Incidentally, this change - from child(ren) to servant -would seem to be 
connected with some subsequent confusion in the gospel tradition. In the 
Hebrew original there is only one child, a son, and in Luke the servant is 
referred to at one point (7:7) as a boy, pais. meaning either "servant" or 
"child" - a form which may be read as essentially the same as the Hebrew. 
Matthew highlights the word pais, using it three times, 8:5,8,13, and he omits 
doulos altogether. John is clearer still: though he uses pais once, 4:51, he 
surrounds it with words (paidion, "[small] child," 4:49; huios, "son," 
4:46,47,49,53) which indicate unambiguously that the pais is indeed a son. 

The process of internalization which is applied to the parent -child 
relationship is applied also to other aspects of the OT story. Luke has so 
rewritten the text that one gets a far better sense of what is going on within 
the various characters. 

As well as adapting the characters and employing internalization, Luke 
has also used other procedures, particularly that of fusion or conflation. One 
instance of fusion was already noted - the fact that, within Luke 7, Jesus is 
both Lord and prophet. A further instance is his integrating of the 
introductory illustrative scene (concerning the all-controlling word, I Kgs 17:1-
7) into the main story: in Luke's version the illustrative scene alludes to the 
army (7:7b,8), but, while it has essentially the same illustrative function as the 
introductory scene in the Elijah story, it has become an inherent part of the 
larger story. 

A similar procedure of fusion is found in Luke's rewriting of the two 
distinct stories which occur in 2 Kgs 4:1-37 (cf. Luke 7:36-50): he fuses the 
two accounts into one, radically synthesizing the first, introductory, narrative 
so that it falls within the larger pattern of the second. (The initial story 
concerning indebtedness, 2 Kgs 4:1-7, has been absorbed into the larger story 
concerning finding new life, Luke 7:36-50; cf. 2 Kgs 4:8-37. The introductory 
story forms a basis for the parable concerning indebtedness, Luke 7:41-43).19 

The fact that Luke's illustrative scene is drawn from the army (rather than 
the sending of Elijah and the ravens, etc.) may be explained in part by the 
requirements of his narrative - by the inclusion, at the beginning of his 
account, of an army officer. More on this later. 

A further aspect of Luke's procedure is his striving for vivid 
communication. This encompasses a number of techniques, including the 
effort to compose a text which is concise, clear and explicit. He pursues this 
aim of vividness elsewhere - for example, in rewriting the account of the 
raising of the widow's son (7:11-17; cf. 1 Kgs 17:17-24)20

- and essentially the 
same procedure may be found for instance in the historical writings of Livy.21 
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(2) Detailed analysis 

The accompanying outline of the texts (on the facing pages) sometimes 
simplifies the relationship between the texts, and it does so particularly in 
section 5, but it provides an initial guide. The following analysis looks at the 
texts more closely, taking them section by section. 

Generally Luke stays close to the order and content of the main OT story 
(17:1-6), but two small sections have been criss-crossed with the following 
stories: the meeting with the widow at the gate (1 Kgs 17:10a) has been used 
in the NT story of raising the widow's son (at Nain, Luke 7:11-12); and part 
of the OT story about raising the widow's son - the reference to the widow's 
sinfulness (1 Kgs 17:18) - has been used in describing the centurion (his 
unworthiness, 7:6b-7). 

1. The commanding word: The Lord's word commands life completely (two 
subsidiary, illustrative, scenes, 1 Kgs 17:1-7; Luke 7:8; cf. Luke 7:7b) 

While the larger texts (1 Kings 17:1-16; Luke 7:1-10) are primarily 
concerned with the encounter between the prophet and the foreigner who is 
threatened by death, both contain a subsidiary scene which is quite distinct -
one about an obedience which involves even the ravens (at God's command 
the ravens feed Elijah), and the other about the obedience which operates in 
the army (Luke 7:8). The essential point of both these distinctive scenes is 
to illustrate, graphically, the idea of obedience, but - as indicated earlier -
while Luke maintains the central idea of the. older text he adapts it to the 
requirements of his own narrative, in this case the requirements posed by the 
figure of an army officer. Thus the scene with the ravens gives way to an 
army scene. 

But there is a further reason why the image of the army is so suitable. As 
the research of J erome T. W alsh has indicated, one of the pervasive structures 
of the OT text (1 Kgs 17:1-16) is that of "command and compliance,"22 and 
within day-to-day human experience one could scarcely find a better 
illustration of the dynamic of command and compliance than in the picture 
of a master/centurion giving orders. Three times (in w 2-6; 9-10a; and 13-16) 
the OT passage uses a "structure wherein a command or the like is given with 
a description of its execution following in similar words."23 And, in compact 
form, that is exactly what one finds in Luke. Three times there is an account 
of a command, and each time the execution repeats the essential word of the 
command: "'Go,' and he goes ... .'Come,' and he comes .... 'Do this' and he 
does it.'' In other words, Luke has taken the essence of the opening, 
illustrative, episode - its command-compliance element - and, while 
synthesizing it with subsequent instances of command and compliance, has 
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integrated it into the flow of his narrative. 
In formulating this brief scene, Luke has maintained several verbal 

echoes of the older text, both of the opening scene with the ravens and also 
of the larger OT picture of various goings, and earnings and doings: 

OT: w3,5 
8,10 
13 

15 

NT: 7b 
8 

'iTOP€UOU ••• 'K<Xl. €1TO~ t]aev 
'iTOpeuou .. .Ko:\ €1Tope66t} 
eiaeA.6e Ko:l 'iTO~t]aov Ko:Ta TO pTj~ aou, 
W. A.Q: 1r0~ 'llaov €jLO. 
Ko:\ @rrope66t} ... 'K(X\ €1TO~ ll<J€V 

... a€ €A.6eiv, a.UO: eim€ AOyCf> 
1r0pe66t}T~ 'K(X\ 'iTOP€U€TO:~ 
€pJCOU Ko:\ epJC€TO:~ 
'iTO~t}<JOV ... Ko:l. 'iTO~€i 

OT: w 3,5 Go ... And he did 
8,10 ... go ... and he went 
13 ... go in and do according to your word, but do/make me 
15 And [she] ... went and she did 

NT: 7b ... should come/go to me; but say the word 
8 Go and he goes ... 

Come and he comes ... 
Do this and he does it 

Some of the similarities suggest an element of word-play,24 but the essence 
of the similarity indicates a straightforward process of vividly summarizing and 
adapting. 

2. From the word(s) to the foreign/border city (2 Kgs 17:8-9a; Luke 7:1) 
In both texts the main stories begin by speaking of the word(s), rema(ta), 

and of a move to a town which is in some way foreign - the foreign city of 
Sarepta, and the border town of Capemaum. In the OT the word of the Lord 
is the cause of Elijah's going, whereas with Jesus the speaking of the words 
appears to be more the occasion of his going. (Since Jesus is himself the 
Lord, his relationship to the word is necessarily different from that of Elijah. 
The words are described as "his words"). 

The fact that Jesus' words are set "in the hearing of the people" accords 
both with the preceding context and with Luke's general strategy of 
emphasizing the relationship of Jesus' episodes to larger audiences (see, for 
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instance, the references to crowds in 7:9.11). 

3. The threatened foreigner (widow/officer) who cares for Israel (for Israel's 
prophet. 1 Kgs 17:9b,l2; for the Jewish people, Luke 7:2,5) 

As already indicated in the introductory analysis, the replacement of a 
foreign widow by a foreign officer brings Luke 7:1-17 into line with Luke's 

broader pattern of widow-officer complementarity (cf. Luke 4:25-27; Acts 
9:36-chap 10). 

The OT image of nourishing the Israelite prophet gives way to that of 
loving the Jewish nation and building a synagogue - an adaptation which in its 
explicitness ("loving") and vividness (building a synagogue) corresponds to the 
way Luke adapts other texts. The emphasis on loving (agapao), insofar as it 
spells out what is happening within the centurion, also adds an important 
element of internalization. 

Even though the centurion is not himself threatened by death (as is the 
widow), neither is he free from the death threat. What Luke has done is shift 
the focus somewhat from the physical death which threatens the 
child(ren)/servant to the inner impact which the situation is having on the 
centurion. He may not be in danger himself, and the threatened person may 
not be his child, yet to him that person is dear, valued highly, and therefore 
he is effected, but interiorly. 

4. Meeting the widow at the gate (1 Kgs 17:10a; Luke 11-12) 
Luke has adapted the meeting to suit the situation of the widow at Nain, 

and to include the presence of many onlookers, yet he has stayed close to the 
OT text: 
Kal ... erropeu811 ei.c; :l&pe,.,.a 

Ka'\. i.5ou €lee\ yuvt) XtlPCX 

Kai" ... € r.opeu811 ei c; 
r.6).~v Ka).ou..evllv Nal.v 
c..>c; 5€ llYY~aev TU ,.(J). n 
Ttl c; 'TiOA€Ul c; 
Ka'L i5ou ... uioc; ... Kai 
a&rt) t}v x1lpa 

And ... he went to Sarepta, And ... he went to a city called Nain ... 
to a gate of the city, As he neared the gate of the city, 
and behold there a widow woman behold ... the son ... and she was a widow 

5. Sending people to bring sustenance/life (1 Kgs 17:10b-11,13; Luke 7:3-4,6a; 
cf 1 Kgs 17:2,9) 

Three times Elijah asks the widow for sustenance, twice in a rather 
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commanding way (he shouts after her, 17:10b-11), and once in an insistent 
plea (17:13). And three times Luke portrays a process of asking for life, twice 
by sending people (the centurion first sends elders and then friends, 7:3,6a), 
and once by pleading strongly (the elders press Jesus to go, 7:4). 

Luke's rewriting involves several changes, among them expressing the 
sending in a form that is explicit, and placing the sendings so that they 
balance one another (in first and third place, rather than first and second as 
in the OT). (A similar balance between first and third occurs, for instance, in 
Luke 9:57-62- between "I will follow you ... " in 9:57 and 9:61). 

In depicting a double sending, Luke apparently depends not only on 
Elijah's double cry or call to the woman (17:10,11) but also on God's double 
sending of Elijah ("Go from here ... Go to ... ," 17:3,8). Thus he has fused 
together, in explicit form, elements which in the 0~ are scattered and less 
clear: 
1 Kings 17: "Go from here ... [to receive the sustenance of life]." 

"Go to ... [ receive the sustenance of life]." 
"He called to her ... [for the sustenance of life]." 
"He called to her [again .. .for the sustenance of life)." 

Luke 7: "He sent elders ... [to request the saving of life]." 
"He sent friends ... [to adapt the request for life)." 

Luke's procedure here appears somewhat like that which he employs when 
reworking the actions of the woman of Shunem (2 Kgs 4:8-37): the varied 
actions of the woman and her child are synthesized into into a more compact 
action by the sinful woman (Luke 7:38).25 The present case is not as strong 
linguistically, but it seems to accord with Luke's practice. 

Unlike the Elijah story, where the various implicit sendings originate 
either with God or the prophet, Luke shows the sendings as coming from the 
centurion - a move which, like so many others, places a greater focus on what 
is happening within ordinary people, particularly within the centurion. Unlike 
the encounter between Elijah and the widow, where it is extremely difficult 
to sense the inner and interpersonal dynamics, Luke's interactions are more 
explicit: the centurion has a high regard for the Jews, for the elders, and for 
Jesus and the servant; the elders have a high regard for the centurion and 
they trust Jesus; and the centurion sends "friends" - a word which highlights 
a world of the inner and interpersonal. 

6. The foreigner recalls sinfulness (1 Kgs 17:18; Luke 7:6b-7) 
When (in the subsequent story) the widow addresses the prophet who has 

come to her, she speaks of her sinfulness. And as Jesus is coming to the 
centurion, he speaks of his unworthiness: 
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KO\\ ei1rev 1rp~ · HJ..e1.o6 
TI €J,L0. ~\ aol., 
o &v6pc.>1ro<; "Tou eeou; 
el.oijJ..6e<; 1rp~ J£ 
TOU WO\Jb'tlCT0\1. OOl.'Kl.O\<; J,LOJ 

She said to Elijah, 
What have you with me, 
man of God? 
Have you come in to me 
to recall my sins 
and to kill my son? 

... A~c.>v 0\6-rci> · 
Kup1.e, 
~ CTK6J..J..ou, 
oi> yap i'KOIV 6<; E:iJ.I. 
iVO\ U1TO TtlV CT'I"~'Il V J,LOJ 

eia~en~;, 

... 'KOI\ l.Q\61lTCa> 0 1ra\i<; J,LOJ. 

... saying to him, 
Lord, 
do not trouble yourself; 
for I am not worthy 
that you come in under my roof; 
... and my boy shall be healed. 

Luke's rewriting involves several adaptations. The obscure "What have you 
with me?" (TI emoi kai .§ill;) has been replaced by something simpler. "Man 
of God" has given way to a title which intensifies the idea of the connection 
with God. The reference to the roof adds a touch of vividness. And in place 
of the OT references to sin and death, Luke gives a rendering which, as so 
often in his gospel, lays the emphasis on the positive. 

7. The solemn pronouncements - about the Lord's life-giving word (1 Kgs 
17:14), and about the response of faith to that word (Luke 7:9) 

Elijah pronounces the word of the Lord - a promise to give the 
sustenance of life. Jesus also makes a pronouncement - about the faith of the 
centurion in the granting of life. Apparently what Luke has done, rather than 
reproduce the promise, is to show the other side of the coin, the response of 
faith. Thus once again (as in the case of the sending) he has shifted the 
emphasis from the action of God to the corresponding reality within the 
centurion. It is part of his larger strategy of developing the older text, and 
particularly of portraying what is happening within people - in this case the 
working of a faith which is extraordinary. 

8. The word is fulfilled, thus bringing continued life (1 Kgs 17:15-16: Luke 
7:10) 

In the OT the sustenance of life is maintained - thus enabling the widow 
and her children to eat and presumably to stay alive. And in Luke those who 
return to the house find that the servant is healthy. Despite its brevity, Luke's 
text manages, as often, to be more vivid (the house) and explicit (healthy). 
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Conclusion 

In the preceding analysis some of the links between the texts are obvious 
and strong; others are weak and more debatable. When assessing such 
evidence it is important not to insist on what is weak. Insistence on what is 
weak, whether by the person presenting the evidence or by someone who is 
questioning it, obscures the main issue: Is there evidence which is strong, 
strong enough to indicate that Luke has reworked 1 Kgs 17:1-16? 

It appears that there is. The following factors are particularly important. 
(1) The broad context of Jewish and Hellenistic rewriting. To say that 

Luke's text is dependent on a text which is older is not to claim something 
unique. Rather it is to place Luke within the literary world of his day, a 
world in which the interconnectedness of texts was -: cummonplace. 

(2) The immediate context of Luke's use of the LXX. Luke's kinship with 
the LXX is not a matter of dispute. It was his Scripture, and in seeking to 
understand and portray how Jesus fulfilled that Scripture, Luke drew on it 
deeply. 

(3) Luke's unique affinity with the Elijah-Elisha narrative, especially in 
chap. 7. Luke's affinity with the Elijah-Elisha narrative is such - in the 
inaugural Nazareth speech, in the overall plan of Luke-Acts, and in the 
detailed similarities of several passages, especially in chap. 7 - that there is 
nothing surprising in the basic idea that Luke 7:1-10 reworks 1 Kgs 17:1-16. 
(The likelihood of a connection between these specific texts is heightened by 
the fact that, in varying degrees, both are leading texts. Luke 7:1-10 
inaugurates a leading Lukan block, and 1 Kgs 17:1-16 inaugurates the Elijah
Elisha narrative). 

( 4) The persistence of similarities. In every section and at diverse levels -
theme, order, details- there are persistent similarities, similarities which go 

well beyond the range of coincidence. 
( 5) The understandability of the differences. The differences are such, that 

even though they are great, they are not a confused jumble. Rather, they 
show a certain coherence, and as such they can be understood within the 
context of imitative rewriting, particularly within the context of some of Luke's 
most basic processes of adapting other texts - modernization, Christianization, 
clarification (including vividness and explicitness), fusion, adaptation to the 
broader requirements of his own narrative, and, above all, internalization. 

In a sense the conclusion is simple: Luke, an acknowledged litterateur, 
employed a literary method. 

It is tempting now to return immediately to the question of the 
relationship ofLuke's text (7:1-10) to the similar accounts in Matthew (8:5-13) 
and John (4:43-54) and to ask whether, if Luke really is based on 1 Kings, one 
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can explain satisfactorily the relationships between the three gospel narratives. 
This task must indeed be faced - but not yet. If undertaken now such an 
investigation would become lost in a larger unresolved discussion about gospel 
relationships in general. It is better for the moment to continue the slow 
process of unravelling Luke's relationship to the OT, for the more that is 
known about that, the better will be the foundation for eventually discussing 
Luke's relationship to the other gospels. 

What can be concluded, however, is that it is no longer possible, without 
further ado, to attribute Luke 7:1-10 to Q. It is not reasonable to invoke an 
unknown document and at the same time to bypass a source which, on the 
basis of multiple evidence, was known to Luke and was imitated by him. 
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